Build World-Class Analytics for Scale

What is Developer Suite?

Developer Suite provides Product Leaders and their teams with hands-on access to Alpine Developer Platform, Visier's analytical platform-as-a-service, unlocking advanced technology and tools to build custom people analytics capabilities and embed them into their applications.

Alpine by Visier is a proven and trusted platform in the market, serving 25,000+ customers as the backbone of all Visier people analytics applications, including Visier People for Enterprise customers as well as the preferred choice for familiar application brands in the HR industry to embed pre-built analytics for their customers at scale.

Why Build with Developer Suite?

Because people are different from anything else you would want to analyze, not just any data analytics and BI platform will do. Traditional analytics, BI, and data warehouse solutions propose a raw “build it yourself” piecemeal approach. Conversely, Developer Suite provides everything you need to deliver analytics in a single unified experience.

Developer Suite favors ingenuity by providing creative minds the foundational technology and tools they need to create exceptional applications for a running head start against their competitors. These tools cover all capabilities around data ingestion, people data transformation and orchestration, and content (i.e., analyses and visualizations).
Engineering such tools from scratch would demand considerable investment and a long, unpredictable timeline. By using Developer Suite to build on the Alpine Developer Platform, you enable them to build according to your shared vision of the product with speed and agility. With control and flexibility in perfect balance, they can create something entirely unique, while also benefiting from the advantage of more efficient tools to get them there faster.
What's the Value for Product Leaders?

As Product Leaders, we know building a world-class analytics solution at scale for customers is challenging. Tight deadlines, cost unpredictability, resource constraints, technical roadblocks, and complexities of people data all compound the problem.

The Developer Suite provides technology partners like you with the autonomy and versatility to build deep people analytic capabilities into your applications at your own pace using Alpine Developer Platform’s technologies. It's your route to get to market faster, delight your customers and out-maneuver your competition, all while owning the development path of your unique analytic application.

With Developer Suite, you have all the underlying functionality you need to deliver analytics in an embedded experience - data ingestion, connectors and APIs, data warehousing, machine learning, data visualizations, data security, and more are all integrated. And if you need help, look no further. Visier’s developer resources enable builders with documentation, tutorials, code samples and more to guide your building journey. With the Developer Suite, you get more than just a technology offering, but rather a purpose-built and focused builder ecosystem to solve the people-centric business problems your customers face.

Build enterprise-grade applications

Build and deliver your own application at scale. Transform and consolidate data across your HR tech ecosystem for centralized, secure self-service data warehousing, processing and querying.

Enrich applications with data APIs

Enrich your datasets or application with data aggregated and anonymized from tens of millions of active employee records, updated regularly.

Extend your applications

Customize and differentiate your applications according to your vision, whether that involves your distinct application or new inventive ways to use Visier People.

Experiment with Alpine’s technologies

Explore what’s possible with the flexibility of building on Alpine to generate new and inventive application use cases for your customers.
What is Different About Building and Embedding with Visier?

We understand there are a number of platforms available for application development, so it’s vitally important to make the right decision in the face of diverse options. Although many platforms boast impressive features and capabilities, not all are created equal.

There are significant benefits of selecting a people-centric platform, such as the Alpine Developer Platform, which is explicitly designed to handle the specificity and nuances of people data:

**Time & cost savings**

By building on Alpine, developers can leverage existing infrastructure and services, eliminating the need to develop and maintain them in-house, reducing total cost of ownership. Developers can focus on building application-specific features instead of spending resources on underlying infrastructure.

**Accelerate time-to-value**

Accelerate your development timeline and get to market faster by bringing the power of a trusted people-centric data model - one that has been tested with over 25,000 customers, then expanded and iterated over the course of more than a decade - to your application and avoid the complex development path of building your own.

**Enterprise-grade security and reliability**

Alpine Developer Platform is designed with the needs of modern organizations in mind, with enterprise-grade features that include data security, performance at scale, multi-tenancy and GDPR-compliance.

**Access to specialized expertise and features**

Alpine Developer Platform is developed and maintained by specialists in the domain of people analytics. With this comes advanced features, industry best practices, and ongoing support that would be challenging for a company to replicate internally. Tap into specialized expertise and benefit from continuous updates and improvements.

**Flexibility and control**

Build it your way with as much or as little as you need to start, then expand over time with the freedom to experiment and explore. Build an enterprise-class application on our people intelligence platform full stack, or access the APIs, data and services from your application stack. Integrate into the Visier visual user experience or build visualizations in tools of your choosing like PowerBI, Tableau, or Alteryx.
About Visier

Visier’s mission is to enlighten every decision where people are a variable – worldwide. Today in 25,000+ organizations in 75 countries around the world, we shape business strategy, provide the impetus for taking action, and drive better business results. To accomplish this, Visier has relentlessly built and refined a people-centric analytics platform, Alpine by Visier, which powers the world’s leading people analytics solution for enterprises, Visier People, and deepens people insights in partner HR applications through Visier Embedded. Our capabilities deliver rapid time-to-value with enterprise-grade scale for security, reliability, scalability and extensibility in complex data environments. Our award-winning people analytics continue to be recognized for innovation, user experience, and vendor and customer satisfaction by trusted sources like Sapient Insights Group, Gartner, G2, TrustRadius, and RedThread Research.

For more information, visit viser.com/embedded